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What happens if there is a discrepancy between the 
various sources? 

 

> Often, a weather routing clause will determine which source is to    
prevail 

 

>  If not, most tribunals normally prefer the data given in the logs 

 

>  But what happens when discrepancies are very pronounced? 

 



You have now established what the warranties are, which 
data source to use and which were the ‘good weather’ 
days – so has the vessel complied? 

> The Didymi principle: Under English law, you determine the vessel’s speed and 
consumption in ‘good weather’ conditions and then apply it over the whole 
voyage (‘good’ and ‘bad weather’ included) – but how? 

> Two possible methods: 

 

FIRST METHOD: The “Good Weather All the Way” method 

> Assumes that the whole voyage is performed in good weather and calculates 
the time which would have been taken in order to complete the distance 
covered at the Charterparty warranted speed 

> That figure is then subtracted from the time that would have been taken at the 
actual performance speed achieved in good weather to produce the time lost 

> Reasonably accurate method BUT allowance needs to be made for the extra 
fuel 



 
FIRST METHOD: The “Good Weather All the Way” Method 

____________________________________________________ 
 
 
Step A:  
 
   Good weather miles  =    Good weather speed 
   Good weather hours 
 
 

 Then COMPARE with the Charterparty warranted speed 
 
 
Step B: 
 
 
  Total distance  of voyage  LESS  Total distance of voyage = TIME LOST 
     Good weather speed               C/P Speed 



The Good Weather All the Way Method in practice 

__________________________________ 
 

Total Distance of Voyage = 2000 miles 
Warranted CP Speed = 12.5 knots 
Good weather miles = 1000 miles 
Good weather hours = 85 hours 

 

Step A: 
   
   1000 miles =  11.767 knots  (good weather speed)      
                         85 h 
 

  
Then COMPARE with the Charterparty warranted speed 

 
Step B: 
 
 
                      2000 miles      _     2000 miles     =    9.967 hours 
                           11.767 knots          12.5 knots 



SECOND METHOD: The “Pro rata” method 

 

 

> This method assumes that the vessel underperforms to the same 
proportion in bad weather as she does in good weather 



The SECOND METHOD: The “Pro Rata” Method 
________________________________________________ 

 

Step A:   

  

 Total Distance     =   Average speed over the whole voyage 
   Total Time 
 

Step B:  

 

 Contractual Speed   x     Average speed    = “Average speed (good AND bad)”                  
                 Good weather speed 
 

Step C: 

 

Total Distance   =  Time it should have taken (good AND bad)                       
 “Average speed good AND bad” 
 

Step D: 

 

Total Time LESS Time it should have taken (good AND bad)  =  TIME LOST 



The Pro Rata Method in practice   
____________________________________ 

 
Total Distance of Voyage = 2000 miles 
Total time = 180 hours 
Warranted CP Speed = 12.5 knots 
Good weather miles = 1000 miles 
Good weather hours = 85 hours 
Good weather speed = 11.767 knots 

 

Step A:   2000 miles   = 11.111 knots (Average speed over the whole voyage) 
    180 hours 
 
 

Step B:  12.5 knots x  11.111    = 11.80 knots (Average Speed (Good AND Bad)) 
            11.767 
 
 

Step C:     2000 miles     = 169.49 hours (Time it should have taken (Good AND Bad)) 
    11.80 knots 

 

 

Step D:  180 hours – 169.49 hours  = 10.51 hours (TIME LOST) 

 



Bunker Consumption 

 

> If Charterers bring their performance claim by way of damages then bunker 
savings are very relevant 

> This is because Owners can deduct from the USD value of the time lost the 
USD value of an overall bunker saving 

> N.B. What figures do you use when the warranted consumption is a range of 
figures (i.e. “about”)? 

> What are the calculations? Again, like the performance calculations, there are 
two approaches to assessing bunker consumption 

 



First Method: The “Good weather All the Way” Consumption   

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

STEP A: Good weather all the way consumption 
 

       Total distance          x       Good weather consumption  
   Good weather speed                  Good weather time  

 

STEP B: Warranted consumption 

 

 Total distance       x   Warranted consumption 
    C/P speed                     24 hours 
 
 
STEP C: Excessive Consumption 
 
Good weather all the way consumption LESS Warranted Consumption 



The Good Weather All the Way consumption in practice  
(with IFO Consumption) 

____________________________________ 
 

Total Distance of Voyage = 2000 miles 
Warranted CP Speed = 12.5 knots 
Warranted CP Consumption= 55.50 mt 
Good weather miles = 1000 miles 
Good weather hours = 85 hours 
Good weather consumption = 200.500 mt 
Good weather speed = 11.767 knots 

 

STEP A: Good weather All the Way Consumption 

        2000 miles  x            200.500 mt  =  400.95 mt 

       11.767 knots                85 hours 

 

STEP B: Warranted Consumption 

         2000 miles    x  55.50  mt  =  369.60 
         12.5 knots                           24 hours 
 
 
STEP C: Excessive Consumption 
 
    400.95 – 369.60 =  31.35 mt of excessive consumption  



Second Method: the Pro Rata Consumption 
__________________________________________ 

 
STEP A: Take the actual bunker consumption (IFO or MDO) for the entire voyage 

 

STEP B: Calculate the total time the voyage should have taken 

                Total distance             
Average speed (Good AND Bad)  

 
 

STEP C: Calculate what the bunker consumption would have been 

total time the voyage should have taken        x      warranted consumption 
    24 hours 
 
 

STEP D: Calculate the excessive consumption by comparing Step A with Step C    



The Pro Rata Consumption in practice 

(with IFO Consumption) 
___________________________________ 

Total Distance of Voyage = 2000 miles 
Average Speed (Good AND Bad) = 11.80 knots  

STEP A: Take actual bunker consumption for the entire voyage: 395.70 mt 

 

STEP B: Calculate the total time the voyage should have taken 

 
       2000     =   169.49 hours 
      11.80 

 

STEP C: Calculate what the bunker consumption would have been: 

 
             169.49 hours       x     55.50  =  391.941 mt 
    24 hours 

 

STEP D: Calculate the excessive consumption by comparing STEP A with STEP C:  

      395.70 mt – 391.941 mt = 3.759 mt of excess consumption 

 

 

 



 

 

CONCLUSION OF DIFFERENT METHODS 

 

Total Distance of Voyage = 2000 miles   Warranted CP Speed = 12.5 knots 

Good weather miles = 1000 miles    Good weather hours = 85 hours 

First Method 
 

The “Good Weather All the Way” 
method 

 
- Time Lost 
 
9.967 hours 
 
- Bunker Consumption 
 
31.35 mt excess consumption 

Second Method  
 

The “Pro-Rata” method 
 
 
- Time Lost 
 
10.51 hours 
 
- Bunker Consumption 
 
3.75 mt of excess consumption 
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Conclusion 

 

> Always worth doing your own calculation 

> Always double-check the commercial weather bureau’s report to ensure the 
calculations have been done within the Didymi principles 

> Always worth considering whether it is possible to deduct time lost due to 
underperformance by way of off-hire (Bulk Ship Union SA –v- Clipper Bulk Shipping 
Ltd [2012] 2 Lloyd’s Law Reports 533) 

> For Owners, potential claims are likely to be smaller if the charterparty provides that 
the vessel’s logs should be the basis of performance calculations 

> For Charterers, if the weather routing company’s analysis is to be binding, the 
charterparty must contain an express and very clear provision 







5. What was the average performance speed of the vessel 
during these good weather days?  

 

Aggregate distance travelled during these “fair weather” days = 2,118 miles 

 

Aggregate time used during these “fair weather” days = 180 hours 

 

Average performance speed during these “fair weather” days = 2,118/180 = 
11.767 knots against the contractual speed of 12.5 knots (allowing 0.5 knot for 
the word “about”) 

 

We can conclude that the vessel was not performing in accordance with the 
speed warranty.  

 



6. What was the amount of time lost by the vessel?   

 

 

The “Good Weather All the Way” method 

 

3567 miles       _   3567 miles     =    17.776 hours 

11.767 knots         12.5 knots 

  

Loss of time claim = (17.776 /24) x US$39,500 less 3.75 % brokerage = US$ 
28,159.218 

 



6. What was the amount of time lost by the vessel?   
 
The ‘Pro rata’ method 
 
Average speed over the whole voyage was = 3,567/313 = 11.396 knots 

 
Average speed over the whole voyage if the vessel had been under-performing 
to the same proportion in bad weather as in good weather      
12.5 x  11.396 = 12.1059 knots 
      11.767 
 
Amount of time the voyage should then have taken = 3,567/12.1059 = 294.65 h 
 
Time Loss = 313 - 294.65 = 18.35 hours 
  
Loss of time claim = (18.35/24) x US$39,500 less 3.75 % brokerage = US$ 
29,069.14 

 



7. What was the amount of bunkers over-consumed based 
on an actual IFO consumption of 716.8 mt and an actual 
MDO consumption of 13.1 mt? 

 
Using the “Good Weather All the Way” method 

For IFO     3567 miles  x   433.125 mt 

                11.767 knots        180 hours 

                           LESS 

      3567 miles  x    57.75  mt 

                12.5 knots            24 hours 

=  42.773 mt of excess consumption 

For MDO = 0.74 mt of excess consumption  

 



7. What was the amount of bunkers over-consumed based 
on an actual IFO consumption of 716.8 mt and an actual 
MDO consumption of 13.1 mt? 

 
Excess consumption claims:  

IFO= 42.773 mt x US$ 150/mt = US$6,415.95 

MDO= 0.74 mt x US$ 300/mt = US$ 222 

 

Using the ‘Pro rata’ method 

  

Total time the voyage should have taken = 294.65 hours 

IFO consumption would have been = (294.65/24) x 57.75 (applying a 5% 
tolerance for the word “about”) = 709.0015 mt 

 



7. What was the amount of bunkers over-consumed based 
on an actual IFO consumption of 716.8 mt and an actual 
MDO consumption of 13.1 mt? 

 

MDO consumption would have been= (294.65/24) x 1 = 12.2771 mt 

 

Excess consumption claims:  

IFO= 7.7985 mt x US$ 150/mt = US$1,169.775 

MDO= 0.8229 mt x US$ 300/mt = US$ 246.87 

 



7 & 8. Conclusions   

 

Total underperformance claim on this voyage 

 

1st method: US$  34,797.168 

2nd method: US$  30,485.785 

  

The pro-rata method to be preferred probably to the ‘good weather all the way’ 
one since risk of an overstated consumption claim otherwise.  

  

Since Charterers will often have deducted their claim from hire, Owners may in 
fact be owed money. 

 

 




